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The Challenge
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• North Carolina statutes and rules require that releases from USTs be prioritized based
upon identified risk.

• The ability to direct RPs to proceed with cleanup is limited by statute; No work may be
directed unless it can be reimbursed within 90 days by state trust fund.

• To cope with this prohibition and limited fund resources, the UST Section implemented a
“funding bar” for directed work that currently sits at Intermediate 110.

• The result:
• North Carolina had a large number (1,600+) of Low risk release incidents for which the

Section could not direct RPs to perform or continue with cleanup activities and could not
enforce for inaction.

• RPs were allowed to continue voluntarily and file a non-directed claim for which
reimbursement could be received once the funding bar dropped to a level below the
identified risk of their release, but few chose this option.



EPA Action – Aspirational Cleanup Goals

• At the beginning of FY 18, EPA launched an effort to reduce the national backlog of open,
unresolved UST releases.

• Aspirational cleanup goals were set for each EPA region who then evaluated the states
within the region and set an aspirational goal for each state.

• Based upon Region 4’s assessment, North Carolina’s goal was established at 720
closures for the year.

• This was well above NC’s workplan commitment of 605, which already exceeded our FY
17 closure total by more than 50%.
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North Carolina & Region 4 Response

• Once notified of the new, increased goal set by EPA management, Region 4 staff and
North Carolina’s section management group worked jointly (and quickly) to explore means
to meet OUST’s request.

• Both agreed that the achieving the new goal would be beneficial to the program and to
our core mission of protection of the public and the environment. In other words, it was
an opportunity.

• NC agreed to make the goal attainment a section priority.
• Region 4 quickly made an additional $487,000 available with funding specifically

designated for backlog reduction.
• Serendipitously, in the preceding legislative session NC’s UST Section had obtained a

statutory change allowing the use of up to $500,000 per state fiscal year for low-risk
incident closure.
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Project Framework

• With R4 concurrence NC UST adopted a “triage” approach to low-risk incident reviews for our BR-19
Initiative.

• Prioritize based on low risk rank (if already ranked start with those sites ranked lowest); they should be the easiest
to close out.

• Incident manager reviews one low risk commercial regulated site per week or 4/month.
• Determine if the property has been conveyed after 12/31/02.
• Send the property owner a letter (shell letter) notifying the property owner of the UST Section’s evaluation of low

risk sites. Supervisors may opt to do a mass mailing at the beginning.
• Review file information for receptors and soil and groundwater data to confirm or change risk.
• Check sites in the area using GIS and if needed, review those files for the surrounding area for receptor

information.
• Divide the sites reviewed into 3 Categories as described below. Note – If the soil samples were only for TPH and

are above the action limit, assume soil is above residential and deed restrict for soil without requiring additional
soil sampling.

• If the site is re-ranked high or intermediate – process per established procedures (request appropriate work if
above the funding bar).

• if the site is re-ranked high or intermediate and the RP is deceased or the company no longer is viable, then refer
the site to State Lead per established procedures.
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Conceptual Project Flow
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Category # 1

• This is essentially an Administrative Closure based upon existing data.
• Only Notice of Residual Petroleum (NRP) and Public Notice (PN) is required and may be 

placed by the State-Lead Program. Procedures are in-place to request funds for filing 
NRP.

• Incident manager may choose to send NORR requesting NRP, PN, and well abandonment to RP in order to give 
the RP first chance to complete the work. The NORR to the RP cannot include requests for additional 
investigations (only NRP, PN, and well abandonment).

• If no response within 30 days then the RO incident manager and supervisor will complete the NRP and public 
notice, issue the NFA letter, and update the database.

• For properties conveyed prior to 12/31/02, permission for the NRP must be granted by the 
responsible party and the current landowner.
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Category # 2

• Submit a request via the applicable regional office for a State Lead Contractor to complete the work
or complete the work yourself.

• Use the following criteria as a guideline for determining if additional work is needed (ultimately up to
the incident manager and supervisor):

• Soil above industrial/commercial – recommend sample groundwater.
• Soil above 100 – 200 ppm TPH gasoline.
• Past groundwater data >50% of GCL (e.g., >2500 benzene) or if surface water is an issue and >10x applicable

surface water - recommend resample groundwater.
• Updated receptor survey needed, or receptor survey never completed based on risk-based criteria.
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Additional work is needed in order to re-evaluate risk 
ranking and the cost is less than $5,000



Category # 3

• Minimal groundwater sampling needed (one sample at hottest monitoring well or up to three
wells). Recommend test method 6200B.

• Updated receptor survey needed or complete a receptor survey.
• If cost of closure estimate exceeds $10,000, then set aside for future funding.
• Information to be submitted for State Lead Contractor to conduct additional investigations:

• Site visit to verify wells to be sampled exist and are accessible. If property owner available, have the
property owner sign an access agreement.

• Provide tax card information with the current property owner’s name and address so that trust fund
staff can gain access to the property.

• Specify wells to be sampled.
• Provide a site map.
• Specify the test methods to be used.
• Indicate if an updated receptor survey or complete survey are needed.
• If an access agreement was signed by the property owner, please provide a copy of the signed

access agreement.
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Additional Work Required/estimated to bring site 
to closure is $5,000 - $10,000



Limitation

• The site will be placed on hold until all the sites in Category 1 and 2 are completed.
• Examples that could drive the costs up are more than one groundwater sample needed,

monitoring wells are destroyed and need to be replaced, receptor survey never
conducted, etc.
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Estimated cost to properly rank the site is 
greater than $10,000



Other Considerations

• Once the State Lead Contractor completes the requested work, then the trust fund staff 
will send the incident manager a copy of the report. The incident manager then ranks the 
site and if ranked low proceeds with NRP, Public Notice, NFA letter, and updates the 
database.

• If possible, to make the process cost efficient, bundle sites for referrals for the State Lead 
Contractor to complete requested work. Basically, this will allow the State Contractor to 
conduct milk run sampling, etc.

• UST staff can sample sites and even install temporary monitoring wells to collect 
samples. Staff can conduct as much work as they are willing to conduct.

• RUST database and Low-Risk Review spreadsheet must be routinely updated to ensure 
proper, timely tracking.
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Results to Date
September 13, 2019
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Closure Rate for BR-19 Incidents
Evaluated = 41.9%

Progress to Date
175.3% vs FY 18 Closures
114.7% vs FY 19 Workplan Commitment
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EPA "Aspirational" Goal -720
9/30/10

FY 2019 Commitment - 605
8/9/19



Q & A

• Questions?

• Contact: Vance Jackson
UST Section
1646 Mail Service Center
Raleigh, NC  27699-1646
919-707-8262
vance.jackson@ncdenr.gov
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